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The first forecast of the 2011-2012
will be released at 8:30 a.m.
on October 12, 2011
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The 2010-2011 Florida all orange forecast released today by the USDA Agricultural Statistics Board is reduced to 139.0 million
boxes. The total is comprised of 70.0 million boxes of non-Valencia oranges (early, midseason, Navel, and Temple varieties) and
69.0 million boxes of Valencia oranges. The forecast of all grapefruit production remains at 19.9 million boxes. Of the total grapefruit
forecast, 5.9 million boxes are white and 14.0 million boxes are the colored varieties. The forecast of all tangerine production remains
at 4.6 million boxes. The total is comprised of the early varieties (Fallglo and Sunburst) at 2.6 million boxes and the later maturing
Honey tangerines at 2.0 million boxes. The forecast of tangelo production is continued at 1.15 million boxes. The FCOJ yield is
lowered to 1.58 gallons per box and the Valencia portion is now projected at 1.66 gallons per box. The early-midseason component is
final at 1.522625 gallons per box, as reported by the Florida Department of Citrus (FDOC). Widespread drought conditions were
experienced during the month of June with little rainfall recorded throughout most citrus producing areas.
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The above table shows the production components used for the 2010-11 forecast season. Bearing trees are estimated at the beginning
of each forecast season using the most recent tree inventory with an allowance for expected attrition. Revisions are made to the
historic series where applicable.
Fruit per tree is the weighted average obtained from the annual Limb Count survey and is conducted during a ten-week period from
mid-July to mid-September. Survey averages for each tree age group within an area are weighted by the estimated number of bearing
trees for each age group.
Fruit size measurements and drop observations are obtained from monthly surveys. The average drop percentages are from the final
month used in the forecast model. Average fruit sizes were also obtained from the same survey period and have been converted in the
table to estimated number of fruit needed to fill a box.
These four factors are the primary components used in the initial October forecast and in following months up to the "cut-off" for each
fruit type. The first two factors have the greatest influence on the forecast.
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